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Important 
 

You DO NOT Have Rights to Edit, Resell, Copy or Claim Ownership to this 
Report!

You DO Have the Right to Pass this Report Along to Others Who Might Benefit 
from it!

Feel Free to:

· Give this document away as a freebie when someone signs up for your 
newsletter/ezine.
· Add it to your membership site (as long as you don’t charge for it)
· Use it as a bonus to your products or services.
· Share it with your blog readers.

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED: You do not have any rights to sell or profit from this 
guide. All content is to remain unedited and all links must stay in tact as they 
are. You can not claim any type of ownership without express written 
permission from the creator, Elizabeth McGee. 

DISCLAIMER:  All information contained within this guide are the views 
represented by the author at the time of publication. The author reserves the 
right to change, add, alter or update the thoughts, ideas and opinions stated 
herein. Every attempt has been made to accurately substantiate all information 
in this report.

The author, partners and affiliates make no warranty to nor do they take 
responsibility for any errors or exclusions that may be contained within this 
publication.

The author does not offer legal or financial advice and anything inside this 
report should not be construed as such. It is the responsibility of the reader to 
contact the appropriate qualified professional for advice in these and any other 
areas as needed. It is the responsibility of the reader to know and follow all local 
(city, state, county, etc.) laws regarding the conducting of any business, online or 
offline. 
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Welcome Friends,

My name is Elizabeth McGee.  I'm a stay at home mom, an 
internet marketing enthusiast and profitable internet business 
owner. 

Today, with nearly ten years making money online, I'm hoping I 
can inspire you to do the same.

But first of all let me start with a question I get a lot ...

“Liz, I don't know where to begin, is there a step-by-step 
guide that will show me what to do and how to do it ?”

Unlike a job, a franchise or an MLM, creating an online 
business doesn’t come with a handbook.  There are guides and 
courses that can show you on how to start a specific online 
business,  but it's really up to you to decide what you want your 
business to be about. 

Start with an idea.  What things do you like to do?  What hobbies do you have?  What things 
do people come to you for advice for?  Once you can come up with ideas that excite you then 
you can think about a business model or how you'd like to make money with that idea. 

Anyone can have a successful business online, it doesn't matter what your background is, but 
as long as you have an idea your next steps are to look at the possibilities, follow people that 
can help and stay focused  ;-)

Let's look at the possibilities...
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Part I

Getting Ideas & Putting them 
Into Action
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Choose Your Niche 
It all starts with an idea, then think about out how you want  
to make money with that idea.

Start with a niche topic or product. 

A niche is a subset of a product or idea, just the same, a niche 
market is a subset of a much larger market. 

For example, lamps are part of a large market, but lava lamps 
 are a smaller, more focused niche.  

Finding smaller niches gives you a much better chance for sales because you'll be attracting 
the very people looking for exactly what you have to offer.   

If you're just offering Lava Lamps for example, you can offer a wider range of them giving 
your audience a better chance at finding what they want on your site.  If you're offering all 
ranges of lamps, your visitors are less likely to find what they are looking for as it harder to 
cover every type of lamp. 

 

What's your niche? 

Finding a niche that you want to create a business around starts with taking a hard look at 
your talents, your interests and your passions.   These can be things or these can be topic 
ideas. 

Think about what you have an expertise in.  What do for a living that you can turn into an 
online profit.  What are your favorite hobbies or sports?

Your niche doesn't have to be some great passion but it should be something that you enjoy 
enough to share with others, if it's not, you'll lose your enthusiasm over time, and if you lose 
your enthusiasm it will show in the quality of your business and your customers will see that. 

If you are not excited about what you're doing, how will you get others excited about it? 

So how do you know if your niche idea will be profitable?  

Through keyword Research.
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Keyword Research 

The only way  to know if an idea or product will be profitable online is to research it. 

To research an idea, enter your idea keywords into your favorite keyword research tool to see 
how many people actually searching for it online.  

I use both the Google keyword tool and the Wordtracker tool to help me get ideas. Both are 
free to use and offer a  good place to start for getting an idea of the number of people that are 
looking online for an idea or product. 

For example, you may be interested in 'scented soy candles' but are there enough people 
searching for this online?  If there are, what do they want to know about them?   

Do they want to buy them, make them, sell them, find best uses for them, etc.  

By knowing how much interest there is in your idea and what your target market's intentions 
are, this is how you will effectively develop your business and serve your market. 

When researching ideas, ideally you want to see at least 100 searches a day using your 
keyword phrases. 

Don't search for just one keyword or keyword phrase, for example a key phrase like 'designer 
purses' could also include 'designer bags' and 'designer handbags', 'pocketbooks', etc. 

Here's more on finding profitable niche ideas:

http://www.homenotion.com/blog/3661/how-to-find-profitable-niche-ideas/
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Choose Your Internet Business 
Model
Once you decide on a topic or niche, you need to choose a business model. 
This is how you will make money with your ideas.  

For example, you may love to golf, but what do you want to do with the 
topic?

• Do you want to sell golf items?
• Do you want to promote other people's golf items?
• Do you want to  create 'how to' information about golf 
• Do you want to teach others how to play golf?

Here are some things to consider...  

• Do you already have a product to sell?
• Do you want to create your own product to sell?
• Do you want to sell tangible items or information?
• Do you want to buy products wholesale and selling them retail?
• Do you have a service to offer?
• Do you want to promote products? 

The business model you decide on should match your goals, lifestyle and personality.

 For example, if you're a stay at home mom with kids to look after, an e-commerce business 
model where you must sell and package goods out of your home office might require more 
time and work than you may be able to keep up with.

For most people the best business models are those that won't break the bank to get started, 
will work with your personal, lifestyle and home life and are businesses that most anyone can 
do, no matter what your background or experience.

These are internet business models that fall into those categories:
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Affiliate Marketing

Having done affiliate marketing since I first began online it's been, and still is, my very 
favorite way to make money on the web.   

For me  it's been the easiest business model  simply because I don't need a product of my own, 
I have no inventory, shipping or customer service to bog me down and my income is passive, 
meaning I create content that educated and encourages my visitors to buy. 

As a matter of fact, there's really no direct selling with affiliate marketing. It's the product 
owner's job to sell the product; it’s the affiliate marketer’s job to pre-sell the product by using 
effective promotional strategies. 

Affiliate marketers are most successful with first finding a profitable niche idea, then building 
a website site or blog that offers useful information about  that niche.  Then carefully research 
products or services to promote that will complement the site's niche topic. 

Here where you can find out more about affiliate marketing

E-commerce Business 

An e-commerce business is a commercial website that acts as a store front for the products or 
services you will be selling online. 

An e-commerce website will have the functionality to display a catalog of products and accept 
online payments through its web design. 

Sites like myweddingfavors.com, designloot.com and kleinezebra.com are all good examples 
of e-commerce web sites.  What makes these sites successful is quality inventory, competitive 
pricing, easy-to-use interface and easy checkout. 

In order to turn visitors into buyers you will need to design a website that showcases your 
products with clear pictures and text that accurately describes the items. This also includes 
understanding what keywords visitors use to find these products and using them in your 
product descriptions. This will also help attract the search engines to your site.

You can use your favorite site builder to create your own e-commerce store, however for 
simplicity's sake I'd recommend using a quality e-commerce store builder.  

If you're creating an ecommerce site, I think Yahoo Stores is the best way to get started. 
They're the easiest to use and they have all the tools you'll need to get started quickly like 
shopping cart services, merchant account services for accepting credit cards along with good 
web design and development tools.  When you're starting out it's just too hard to have to 
figure out all that stuff on your own.  
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Creating/Selling Information Products 

I create both free and priced ebooks.  The free ebooks I create to attract opt ins to my monthly 
newsletter and I also create fee based books that I make money on each month.

This is another one of my favorite ways to make money because I can do it once and generate 
profits from virtually forever.  

Never feel discouraged because your idea for an ebook or information product is already out 
there, “IT DOESN'T MATTER”.   What you know personally is unique, what you write and 
how you write it is unique to you and that's what readers want, they want your personal ideas 
and insight. 

Your job is to find out what your audience wants to know, give them that information and do 
it better than everyone else ;-) 

My family and friends love to ask me this question...
 
“Why would someone pay for information that they can find for free somewhere else?” 

The web has lots of information but good information is hard to find and believe it or not 
people will pay for information they don't have to go searching for or are confused about.  

Providing someone with concise, easy to understand information, secrets, ideas and even help 
through personal experience is what people will pay for. 

A Case in Point:  I recently bought an e-book from a woman who had a hysterectomy. Her 
ebook was about her own personal hysterectomy experience. She wrote her ebook to help 
other women understand the procedure, the recovery and most importantly what to look out 
for and be aware of. 

I haven’t had a hysterectomy but I was curious to find out what kind of information she would 
have in her book that would help someone, so I bought it.  It was full of useful information!  

There were personal tips, strategies, preparation and recovery tips that helped take the fear 
out of having a hysterectomy. What woman doesn't want that?   It was just the thing I’d love to 
have if I were facing having that type of surgery, in fact I gave it as a gift to a friend of mine. 

I later found out she does very well with her book.  Kind of gets you excited doesn't it?

Here are 6 easy steps to writing an eBook.
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PLR (Private Label Rights) Content Service Business

I buy PLR content for my sites all the time, but honestly, there are only a handful of really 
good PLR services that I use.  Most of the PLR content sites out there are sorely lacking in 
quality.  That means there's huge potential for someone who understands how to deliver 
quality content to develop a business that can provide the content that businesses are hungry 
for. 

With so many websites and web businesses popping up all over the web, these businesses 
need content for their websites and they need a lot of it. 

Many business owners create their own content and sometimes they pay ghostwriters to 
create content for them, but most people want to be more cost and time efficient than that and 
the idea of purchasing private label rights (PLR) content has become a popular solution for 
them. 

A PLR business should be niche focused.  For example, there are hundreds of moms with with 
homemaker and Mommy websites.  A PLR content site that offers content directed at 
childcare, recipes, homeschooling, fund raising, time management, car pooling or any content 
that a stay at home mom might be interested in would, in my opinion, do very well.  

That's just one idea for a niche content site.  There are hundreds of other websites  that use 
PLR content. For example travel, pregnancy, real estate, budgeting, skin care, sports, games, 
electronics, etc.  These are green sites that will always need good, fresh, useful content. 
 
To get started with a PLR content site you will need to determine the topics or categories you 
want to provide PLR content for.  

Mila Sidman and Alice Seba are the queens of offering great content. I use their products a lot 
and they know what they are doing.   They're doing so well that they recently developed a PLR 
business 'getting started guide' along with a PLR content and discussion area for people 
interested in the content service business, here's more on that.  

Create a Membership Website 

I don't have a membership website but it's on my wish list :-)  

Membership websites are hot right now and people are doing quite well with them.  I'm 
actually in the process of setting one up myself. 

Having a membership site is similar to selling information products but it offers a lot more 
consistent earnings potential.  For example, offering a one year membership to a site that 
offer weekly information that you pre-load to your site will bring you consistent payments 
month after month. 
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For example, a membership site with just 100 people that pay you $20 a month will bring  in 
$2K automatically month after month!  Set up 3, 4 or 5  sites like that and you could be 
bringing in 3 figures a year.  

Yes ... these sites take time to set up but you could actually get them set up in a few months 
time, even if it took a year, that means a year from now you could be earning enough monthly 
income to quit your job.  

I have a friend that charges $20 a month for her membership site and she's got over 150 
paying monthly members and growing.  That's $3000 a month.  You won't earn that much at 
first but you will as your business grows. 

...And don't ever believe for a second that people won't pay to view certain information. 
Americans alone spend more than 1.2 billions per year to find good information.    

Here's more information on creating membership websites and a free setup guide
 

Resale Rights
 
This is another business model that I also use and it's simple to set up.  

With the resale rights business model you are buying ready made digital information 
products that come with sales letters and graphics.  There's no part of the product or 
marketing materials that you need to create yourself. It's all done for you. 

A good resale rights package will provide you with the product, sales page, order button and 
instructions for about $75-$100. You can turn that product around and sell as many copies as 
you like. 
 
I’ve purchased many resale rights products that I still sell today. I can easily make at least ten 
times the amount I pay for a resale rights package and most of the time I make much more 
than that. It simply depends on how evergreen the product is meaning how everlasting the 
topic is. 
 
For example, the way the search engines change, a search engine marketing guide may 
become obsolete within just a few months, whereas an e-book on how to house train your dog 
won’t because the basic principles don't change.  This is referred to as evergreen.  
 
Liz Tomey is the best expert on resale rights, she's facilitated helping me successfully sell and 
get setup with resale right products.  

In fact Liz has some expert advice that I suggest you read if Resale Rights interests you. 
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Wholesale Dropshipping
 
If selling tangible products online is more up your alley but you don't have a product of your 
own and you're not wild about shipping and maintaining inventory, wholesale dropshipping is 
a great option.  

The Wholesale Dropshipping business model requires purchasing products at wholesale and 
selling them retail, however with dropshipping there's no handling of inventory, 
warehouse space to maintain, or fool with shipping/receiving or product 
returns. The dropshipping company does all that for you.

Your job as a wholesale dropshipping business owner will be to stay on top of orders coming 
in and make sure those orders go to your drop ship supplier where they will take care of 
shipping them for you.  A good dropshipping company will also include your company name 
and address on the shipping label. 

With dropshipping today most of the process can be automated which has great appeal for 
most business owners. 
 
Here are a few ideas on what you'll need to get started: 
 

• Select the product or products you wish to sell. 
• Find a wholesale dropshipping company that carries those products but note, not all 

wholesalers provide dropshipping services. 
• Obtain a resellers license 
• Price your products competitively 
• Build your website and load with products 
• Select payment methods (merchant account) 

 
Keep in mind that finding the right dropshipping supplier could make or break your business, 
so make sure you choose a dropshipper that is reliable and has a good reputation.  

Here's more on that:

http://www.homenotion.com/wholesale_dropshipping.html
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Blogging
Blogging is extremely popular and bloggers are making bank, as my son would say :-)  

The premise is super simple.  Create a free blog, such as Wordpress, and stock it with tons of 
unique, personal and useful information that others crave to know about.  Once your site 
begins to gain momentum, you can then gradually introduce advertising or affiliate 
promotions. 

As you continue to add content and effectively use social marketing techniques you'll soon 
have a steady, monthly income that will only continue to increase with time.  

You can make it even easier to run a blog by outsourcing your blog posts or articles, however I 
will say that the best feature of a great blog is the candid, personal information a reader gets 
from the Blog’s author.   Posting things like interviews from prominent people related to your 
Blog’s topic as well as ‘how to’ posts, personal stories or news commentary are all things that 
will engage and interest readers and keep them coming back. 

I've created several blogs myself and it's not hard at all. In fact my last blog I created in just a 
few hours, that's with getting hosting, a domain name and creating the Wordpress blog itself, 
minus content.    I've laid out the steps for you in this post, of course if you have questions just 
add a comment: 

http://www.homenotion.com/blog/how-to-create-a-wordpress-blog-step-by-step/

I've also included a basic outline of steps in Part II of this guide. 

eBay or Auction Selling
 
People often think of eBay first when they think about making money online. Why not?  EBay 
still leads in the number of visitors to the site and in the amount of time visitors spend on the 
site.  So if you’ve got something to sell that others want to buy, eBay can be a profit house. 

You can use eBay to make money on items just laying around the house or you can use as a 
business model, for example you could even buy wholesale products and sell them retail on 
eBay. 

Knowledge of products is important. The best sellers do well when selling items they are most 
familiar with.  You should also look at selling what is hot, such as a brand of clothing, toys or 
current trends in collectibles. 

An eBay business means you’re going to need to be organized so taking charge of records of 
any sales and expenses is important. 
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Good writing skills will help you craft persuasive, informative and effective descriptions for 
each of your auctions to maximize your eBay profits. Poor grammar and spelling can often 
turn off potential buyers.   

If you're considering an eBay Business become familiar with using the eBay tools such as eBay 
Pulse and advanced search to help you find profitable niche markets as well as monitor selling 
trends. 

You'll need to start with setting up an eBay account. Once you have an account, you will need 
to register as a seller.

Next, decide what you are going to sell. Before spending money on inventory and marketing, 
do some research to see how many other people are selling similar items.  Don't let 
competition discourage you but you don't want to compete in a saturated market either. 

If you make unique crafts, candles, or other items, listing them on eBay is a great way to get 
new customers. Dropshipping is also a great way to sell products on eBay without having to 
stock them in your home.

EBay charges listing and final value fees on the items that you sell through their service, so 
you will need to figure in these costs when you determine your auction prices. 

Regardless of what you are selling on   eBay  , offer value at a good price. Prompt delivery and 
great customer service is important. Try and maintain a 100 percent rating on eBay by 
providing quality merchandise and customer service. Your customers will reward you with 
return sales and positive feedback.

Offer Your Online Services

Not everyone wants to create websites, blogs or sell things online.  Some people would rather 
offer their services.

In fact there are many freelancing opportunities available for data entry, typists, filers or 
virtual assistants, website builders and others. 

Becoming a virtual assistant isn't a business model per se, however it's an excellent way to 
make money quickly on the web. Many online businesses can't do it all themselves,  they need 
virtual assistants or data entry people to help them.  

This type of work is ideal for college students, retired folks, stay at home moms, 
those with disabilities or anyone that simply wants to be an independent home worker and 
generate substantial income each month working at your own pace and setting up your own 
work schedule.  
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Virtual assistants do things like:

• Freelance Copywriting and editing jobs or article writing
• Freelance design, Web design and development projects 
• Medical and legal transcription jobs 
• Internet research and email support work 
• Data entry and administration jobs 
• Programming and technical projects 
• Graphic design and illustration jobs 

 

If you know how to use a PC and the internet you're in demand.  The problem is getting off to 
a good start.

Here's more on finding legitimate online jobs in data entry and other jobs.  
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Part II
 

How To Get 
Set Up Online Quickly
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Register a Domain Name
Once you know your niche and have an idea of your business model get your domain name 
right away.  Even if you're not ready with your business model yet, it's good to have your 
domain name secured as soon as possible.  

Domain names are fairly inexpensive, I use Godaddy which costs me about $10 a year for each 
domain name I have.  I like them because of their security, however I don't recommend them 
for hosting.  I  had horrible luck and ended up switching to another service. 

Your domain name should be tightly associated with your niche, so for example is your niche 
is 'scented candles' secure a domain name that has the words 'scented candles' in it.  

For instance:
• myscentedcandles.com
• scentedcandlesrus.com
• awesomescentedcandles.com

Most people prefer a .com.  But  a .org or .net can be just as good.  The search engines won't 
treat them any differently than a .com, there's no discrimination in the rankings from a .com 
to any other extension.
 
The only reason you may want to stick with a .com name is if you will be spreading your 
domain name by word of mouth.  For example, if your domain name is ilovebusiness.org and 
you tell people your site name is 'I Love Business' you'll need to specifically point out that your 
site is Ilovebusiness.org, otherwise people will most likely type it in as a .com, that's just what 
we're use to. 

As for whether or not to hyphenate your domain name, again in my experience it hasn't 
mattered.  I have both hyphenated names and non hyphenated names and they both do well. 

Don't get too stuck on choosing the perfect domain name.  It's ideal to have your main 
keywords in the name but don't get too wrapped around the axle about it.  Get as close as you 
can to creating a domain name that is easy to remember, includes your best keywords an isn't 
too terribly long. 

Your domain name won't make or break the success of your business or your search engine 
rankings, it's the links that you get to your website and the keywords in your text links that 
bring you traffic and rankings.   

My homenotion.com domain  doesn't even contain keywords yet I rank in the top three 
searches for 'internet home business ideas' on Google.  

It's the links I've built to the site that bring me traffic and sales, so keep that in mind. 
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Set up a Website or WordPress Blog
Your next step will be to set up a website or blog.  As I mentioned earlier blogs are extremely 
popular and they're free, more on that in a minute. 

You may find it hard to decide on whether to set up a traditional website or create a blog. 
Again this will be a personal preference.  Both can be created fairly quickly. But there are 
advantages and disadvantages to each. 

Here's a list of considerations when choosing between a blog or website:

- Typically blogs have a pretty plain design and have cookie cutter templates.  A website on the 
other hand provides a lot more freedom on design, however there are many blogging themes 
available that give you lots of flexibility and unique looks. 

- Both blogs and websites can be a great way to make money online. However, a website 
provides more freedom, allowing for additional ways and areas of the site to make money.

-Neither a blog or a website requires that you know html or have a technical background in 
site building.  

As I mentioned above blogs are free, at least the software is free.  If you use a blogging service 
such as blogger.com or Wordpress.com you can create a simple blog online that won't cost you 
a penny to set up. You won't need to purchase a domain name or pay for a hosting service 
using these sites either.   The domain name and hosting is provided for you. 

If you wish to create a blog that you host yourself, the blogging software is still free but you 
will need to purchase a domain name and a hosting service. 

Here's how to create a self-hosted Wordpress blog. 

Creating a traditional website will also require purchasing a domain name and a hosting 
service, unless you go with a package deal that offers it all.  

Here are the site builders that I find are the easiest and are what I also use. 

You can also use  free website templates or purchase templates for a modest price and simply 
load them to your web host. 
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Create Content for your Website/Blog
Once you have set up your website or blog you'll need to populate it with great content.  If you 
hate to write you're probably thinking, ack!

Don't be turned off by that.  I encourage you to write your own content but there are plenty of 
ways to get good content without writing it totally yourself.  Using ghostwriter or PLR (private 
label content)  is worth looking into.  

My advice is develop a knack for writing well.  The advantages of writing for the web is that 
your writing doesn't have to be perfect, by that I mean write as you speak.  If you can talk to a 
friend you can create great content. If you're writing like a textbook you'll lose people. 

A method I use is to talk into my tape recorder and transcribe it.  If I'm writing about how to 
walk a dog for instance, I simply sit down in front of my tape recorder and talk about it.  Then 
I listen to what I've just said and write it down or have it transcribed for me. 

The object here is to be genuine but also give your readers information they can use.  Get 
familiar with writing web content, you will soon see that it will be one of the best things you 
can do for your web business. 

 

Getting Traffic to Your Website or Blog 
OK,  it's time to promote. 

Getting traffic to your website or blog always starts with good search engine optimization 
(SEO).  This has to start at the time you create your website.   

Because search engines rank web pages and not websites, you must optimize each page of 
your website or blog to rank as high in the search engines as possible for your chosen keyword 
phrase.   

You can certainly pay for traffic but why do that when good optimization will bring you free 
traffic.  And it's not hard to do, in fact I give you the exact steps to follow in this post:

http://www.homenotion.com/blog/effective-seo-copy/

The best free guide I've read for Search engine optimization is SEO Fast Start by Dan Thies ~ 
it's free, but excellent. 
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Choose Your Keywords

Research the best keyword phrases for each of your web pages  as well as use those keywords 
throughout your website and in your text links, both internally and externally. 

 Here's how to find the best keywords for your site pages and how to place them effectively on 
your pages for optimal search engine ranking.

http://www.homenotion.com/blog/145/keyword-research-the-long-tail/

Internal Link Building Strategy

Internal web site linking are the text links you use on your website that takes a visitor  from 
page to page. 

Each time you put a link on a page linking to another page, that is a vote for that page. That's 
why consistent navigation and a navigation bar should be displayed on each page of your site.

Also each text link should contain the main keywords of the page it is linking to.  

For example, if you want to link to a page on your site called 'natural dog food' the text link on 
the page should look like:  natural dog food, and the natural dog food page should be titled 
'natural dog food' and should use those very keywords on that page. 
 

External link building Strategy

Getting as many external links or high value backlinks to your website is one of the most 
important things you can do for gaining page rank. To do this correctly you must find high 
ranking pages or websites that you can get to link to your web site or web pages.

In the old days people use to simply ask for them, this was referred to as reciprocal linking. 
With the start of web 2.0 there are much easier and more effective ways to get links.

Start with making a list of the pages of your website that you most wish to rank well in the 
search engines. One of these will of course be your home page. Pick a few others and focus on 
just those pages to start.   
 
Make a list of the pages and next to each page write that pages' s main keyword phrase.
 
Next, find blogs, forums and other websites that relate your site's topic and that also rank well 
in the search engines.
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Make comments on those blogs using your main keyword phrase in the 'name' section of the 
comment. Note that not all blogs will allow you to put a keyword phrase in the 'name', if they 
won't simply use your own name. For forums that allow you to use a signature, use your main 
keyword phrase as your home page link.
 
Note: Never spam blogs and forums with useless unrelated commenting. Your comment will 
be deleted in most cases. Be genuine, join in conversations with real useful information. 
Comments that don't make sense or are obviously for obtaining links will be deleted by 
webmasters in most cases. 

This is by no means the only way to build links to your site's pages.  Here are other effective 
strategies and effective promotion:  

Website Promotional Strategies

It's the little consistencies I do every day that make the most difference in my promotional 
efforts.  

Find a promotional  method or strategy that works for you and use it every day.  But be 
careful, there are a thousand strategies and you can't possibly use them all, so pick the ones 
that work and stick with them. 

For example, 4 things that have worked for me are writing and submitting articles, guest 
posting on blogs, social networking, using Twitter and Facebook and careful search engine 
optimization of my blogs and websites.   

Here's help with each of them: 

Guest Blogging – My most successful traffic method ;-)

How to write a good article ~ one that generates LOTS of traffic

Using Social Bookmarking to Build Links

Social Networking 

Building Inbound Links using anchor Rich Text

SEO Copywriting Tips & Advice

Search Engine Copywriting

If you have specific questions or need personal help please join our discussion forum and I'll 
respond personally. 
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...My Personal Advice 

If having your own internet business is your dream but you're dragging 
your feet, it's probably because you don't know where to start or maybe 
you're confused and overwhelmed with all the choices, ideas and 

suggestions. 

Getting started CAN be overwhelming, not to mention confusing, but planning will be a 
lifesaver.  

Start with a yearly plan and set up specific goals.  Think about what you want from your 
business and where you want to be next year at this time or even five years from now. 

Next,  decide how you will achieve those goals with specific daily tasks.  Make your tasks 
realistic and stick to them. If things don’t get done, regroup, but work on something each 
day if you can. 

Stay focused.  Don't let pushy internet marketers and spammy get rich quick emails distract 
you.  If you get distracted and jump from one thing to the next chasing so called better ideas, 
you'll delay your progress.  

Each and every business model outlined in this guide can make you money, but you must stay 
on track, be focused and do what you need to do until you profit. 

Of course, always believe in yourself.  Nothing can be achieved without having the faith that 
you can do it.  

The rest is up to you ;-)

 My Very Best For Your Success

http://www.homenotion.com/
http://www.homenotion.com/blog

http://www.twitter.com/lizmcgee
http://www.facebook.com/Homenotion
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